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About This Content

Variety is the spice of life. And the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen is certainly jam-packed with variety. As well as the
challenges of driving a bus in urban traffic, virtual bus drivers also have tempting opportunities to manoeuvre a large vehicle

safely through traffic on interurban routes.

Rheinhausen captivates visitors with its densely built-up urban area with fascinating architecture and with the rural charm of its
surroundings. Beyond the city limits, more passengers are waiting to be chauffeured to their destinations safely and on time.

Rheinhausen is not modelled on any real city, but it reflects a pattern of urban development with links to a rural hinterland
which is common in Germany.

The OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen offers 10 completely driveable bus lines serving the city and the surrounding countryside.
Two regional lines carry additional passengers into the inner city and back out to the edge of town.

Driving routes, junctions and stops are sometimes shared with the town’s light rail service; drivers must be especially careful
here.

Over 500 new 3D objects have been created for Rheinhausen. They include new residential dwelling houses, a theatre, the
town’s train station, supermarkets, and commercial premises as well as new bus stop shelters, signs, rubbish bins, post boxes,

parking machines and more. New, high-resolution textures have been used for streets and pavements.

Rural areas are also shown in rich detail!

Numerous 3D objects such as a football pitch, a playground and a footbridge for hikers inject even more lifelike realism into
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this little world.
More than 110 bus stops and 200 new junctions are located along approximately 50 kilometres of driving routes. The AI

vehicles travel on realistic city streets, country roads, dual carriageways and motorways.

The buses for both urban and interurban routes are supplied by a bus transport operator with a large and fully driveable central
depot.

The game includes a suitable interurban bus which was created in rich detail specifically for this add-on and given its own
special livery.

Time-controlled events such as bins that are put out for collection in the streets on certain days and roadworks that necessitate
diversions at times ensure the traffic flow is realistic. But random events such as illegal parking and weather (with dynamic

snow) also crop up and make the lives of bus drivers harder.
Professionally recorded bus stop announcements and original sounds for the supplied bus ensure a realistic audio backdrop.

The schedules have been drafted following real norms. The realistic frequency intervals between buses reflect bus scheduling in
many German cities.

This regular-interval scheduling ensures a steady flow of passengers.

As you drive from town out into the countryside with the OMSI 2 Add-On- Rheinhausen, you will enjoy varied driving
experiences in an environment created with meticulous care and shown in fine detail.

Detailed cityscape with numerous typical buildings

Rural areas created with meticulous care and appropriate objects

Over 500 new 3D objects, from modern traffic signs to residential and industrial buildings

About 50 kilometres of driving routes with over 110 bus stops

10 completely driveable bus lines with mostly discrete routes, including 3 night bus routes and 2 regional lines

A bus transport operator with a fully driveable depot

Additional new AI vehicles

Over 200 new junctions in diverse road environments

Time-controlled events (roadworks), random illegal parking and scheduled roads cleaning

Realistic scheduling using different intervals in town and in the countryside

New, realistic dynamic passenger information (DPI) displays with variable spacing

Authentic interurban bus with many functions and its own livery

Special bus stop announcements and original bus sounds
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Title: OMSI 2 Add-on Rheinhausen
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Halycon Media
Publisher:
Halycon Media
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Dual-Core e.g. Core i5 with 2,8 GHz or simliar

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphic crad with min. 1.024 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

Additional Notes:

English,German
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Great looking car. It is also very fast.

Buy only on sale.

I recommend.. Really lovely game! Very good atmosphere!. Noticed a couple of spelling mistakes here and there in-game, but
hey, nothing too major. Other than that and the fact there wasn't really a proper ending cutscene\/credits (bothers me, but not
too much; still respect you for what you did overall!), freaking BEATIFUL game! Very inspiring and relaxing! Rate it highly! If
anyone's looking for a good game to chill in for a while, then THIS is for you! :3. The main story of the game is to keep the
game of poker alive.
One sentence in this game that stands out is "Show them that poker is not just a game of chance"

But... In this game it is.
This is one of the best time wasters that I have on my computer and I love it.
The one problem is that I keep getting screwed over by the computer and go bankrupt.
Then again it might just be my skill.

My Review
Gameplay 8/10
Story: 5/10
Overall: 7/10

. Only a 5minute demo - whats to review?? EVERYTHING as it turns out! This is an AMAZING short roomscale based
mystery experience. The level of detail and polish is great. The puzzles are interesting and intuitive like a horror version of Myst
or The Room - the characters are huge and intimdating - I honestly didnt think i could bring myself to pickup the key (once you
play you'll know what I mean).

I genuinely can't wait to see what the full game brings when its released later this year, likely a Day 1 purchase for me when its
out. Exceptional work Devs!. I got this to have that cliche game to play with the Wife.

This is a hidden object game with a few mini-games between each round of hidden objects rooms.

Not bad for what it is, but I wish these kinds of games had more mini-games and more complex puzzles.. Great DLC with great
new attractions and rides!
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Good Game :). Great to pass the time. My dad had this game on the first computer that I remember playing on. It was black and
white, with no sound. This version brings back the memories.. 1\/10 C*CK Block
The software itself is great BUT you can only use it for 10 minutes if you use usb headphones. They actually c*ck block you in
the settings. I mean if you can't setup this software why are we buying it?. I would recommend buying the game, but not as a
good game. It's a fascinating study in how to take a simpel premise and just make it fail.

S4 games are my cup of tea. Have been since forever. They flow, they're fun, and they have variety through trying different
approaches and maps.

This game has an interface that is slow, clunky, and where every command is easy to misplace, even after several hours of
playing. The tech tree, as others have said is both too large and too simple. Combinations should be as important as individual
choices. Likewise the civilisation mixes are individually diverse, but have poor combinatory impact.

At three quid this worth playing with just for the education. At full price, avoid.. I liked this game. It is a good story with some
nice character and story development, so the potential is there. The problem is that it just felt artificially short. Short games are
fine, but not when it rushes you to an incomplete, to-be-continued ending, and there's since been no follow-up.

I will recommend this game, but with the caveat that you should NOT buy it anywhere near full price, and you should be aware
that you're getting a short game that feels like it is half or one-third of a full game. Know what you're getting yourself into. For
me, I didn't regret playing it; I was just disappointed by the "ending" and lack of a next episode.. It's a intresting WIP, have had
fun so far.. I like this game :P

progress is as slow as in eny game dev software...
but less intensive to learn the basics.

just a shame noone has posted enything interesting on the workshop using this software.... The idea of combining Tetris with the
strategy genre is creative, however, the execution is very unimaginative.
The visual and acoustic parts of the game is plain, the game play is very tendious, and the story is forgettable (although I have
not finished it yet).
Moreover, it crashes.
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